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Economy Economy 
 
What will a legal guarantee of MSP involve? 
 After a year-long agitation on the borders of Delhi, protesting farm unions under the banner 

of the Samyukt Kisan Morcha have achieved their headline demand, namely the repeal of 
three contentious laws seeking to reform the storage and marketing of agricultural produce. 
However, farmers say this is only a half-victory and are pushing for their other major 
demand for providing a legal guarantee that all farmers will receive remunerative prices for 
all their crops. 

How many crops does the minimum support price cover? 

 
 The Central Government sets a minimum support price (MSP) for 23 crops every 

year, based on a formula of one-and-a-half times production costs.  
 This takes into account both paid-out costs (A2) such as seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, 

fuel, irrigation, hired workers and leased-in land, as well as the imputed value of 
unpaid family labour (FL).  

 Farm unions are demanding that a comprehensive cost calculation (C2) must also 
include capital assets and the rentals and interest forgone on owned land as 
recommended by the National Commission for Farmers. 

 There is currently no statutory backing for these prices, nor any law mandating their 
enforcement. The government only procures about a third of wheat and rice crops at 
MSP rates (of which half is bought in Punjab and Haryana alone), and 10%-20% of 
select pulses and oilseeds.  
Why do farmers want a law on MSP? 

 MSP based on a C2+50% formula “should be made a legal entitlement for all 
agricultural produce, so that every farmer of the country can be guaranteed at least 
the MSP announced by the government for their entire crop.  

 If private buyers fail to purchase their crops, the Government must be prepared to 
buy out the entire surplus at MSP rates. 

 A law to guarantee remunerative prices for all farmers to be calculated according to 
the varied input rates in 15 different agro-climatic zones.  

 All farmers groups seeking a legal backing for MSP also want it extended to fruit and 
vegetable farmers who have been excluded from benefits so far. 
What is the Government’s position? 

 While announcing the decision to repeal the farm laws last week, the Prime Minister 
announced the formation of a committee to make MSP more transparent, as well as 
to change crop patterns — often determined by MSP and procurement — and to 

     Economy 
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promote zero budget agriculture which would reduce the cost of production but may 
also hit yields.  

 The panel will have representatives from farm groups as well as from the State and 
Central Governments, along with agricultural scientists and economists. 

 

Model Retail Outlet Scheme 

 Indian Oil, Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited and Hindustan Petroleum 
Corporation Limited have announced the launch of Model Retail Outlet Scheme and 
a Digital Customer Feedback Program called Darpan@petrolpump.  

 Three oil PSUs have joined hands to launch Model Retail Outlets to enhance service 
standards and amenities, across their networks, which serve over 6 Crore consumers 
everyday. 

 In order to keep pace with the rapidly changing consumer behavior and a view to 
offer a heightened customer experience in retail outlets, Oil Marketing Companies 
aim to benchmark Retail Outlet standards for ensuring standardized customer 
facilities through these initiatives. 

 The scheme involves an intense 5 Level evaluation process of over 70000 retail 
outlets in the country on a set of core service and facility parameters as well as 
standard of customer amenities e.g., clean and hygienic washrooms, customer 
centric innovative offerings etc.  

 The Retail Outlets have been divided into 4 categories based on sales performance, 
facilities offered and their percentage of digital transactions at the point of sale in 
keeping with the Digital India imperative. 

 Top performers will be awarded the “Shresth” and “Uttam”, Awards by the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Natural Gas and the “Rajya SarvPratham” awards by the respective 
Oil Companies.  

 The digital customer feedback program, darpan@petrolpump, a unique, real time 
feedback program was also launched and customers will be encouraged to give their 
valuable feedback which will go a long way in enhancing service standards at the 
retail outlets. 

 

Three years on, few takers for in-flight Wi-Fi 
 Three years after the Department of Telecom permitted Wi-Fi services on 

commercial flights, it is yet to become a reality for domestic air travelers as airlines 
grapple with the huge installation costs and the impact of COVID-19 on passenger 
demand. 

 Domestic carriers have been slow in offering the service because the retrofit of 
aircraft with the required antenna is an expensive affair that takes nearly 12 hours. 
Airlines also find it difficult to pass on the costs to their customers in an extremely 
competitive market where passengers grab the cheapest ticket.  

 However, international airlines such as Lufthansa, Air France and Emirates, which 
were already providing Internet onboard but had to switch it off on entering India, 
have started offering the service in Indian skies too. 

 The equipment costs ₹3 crore to ₹4 crore for one aircraft, which is the entry barrier 
because it is difficult to recover the cost from passengers. 

 Full-service carrier Vistara is the only Indian airline to offer the service to its 
customers since September 2020. 
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Farm Laws Repeal Bill, 2021 

 The Lok Sabha passed the Farm Laws Repeal Bill, 2021 without any discussion. The 
Bill, which is aimed at repealing three farm laws, was introduced in the house by 
Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare Narendra Singh Tomar. 
What is the Farm Laws Repeal Bill, 2021? 

 The Farm Laws Repeal Bill, 2021 is aimed at repealing the three farm laws – 
Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm 
Services Act, 2020, the Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and 
Facilitation) Act, 2020, the Essential Commodities (Amendment) Act, 2020 – and 
amending the Essential Commodities Act, 1955.  

 The Bill was necessitated after Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the 
government’s intention to repeal the three laws in view of ongoing farmers’ protests 
against these laws on November 19.  

 The six-page Bill contains only three sections.  
 The first section defines the title of the Act – the Farm Laws Repeal Act, 2021, the 

second section has provisions to repeal three farm laws, and the third section relates 
to omitting sub-section (1A) from section 3 of the Essential Commodities Act, 1955. 
What is sub-section (1A) under section 3 of the Essential Commodities Act 
which is being removed? 

 The government had inserted sub-section (1A) in the section 3 of the Essential 
Commodity Act, 1955 that empowers the government to control production, supply, 
distribution, etc., of essential commodities.  

 The sub-section (1A) provides a mechanism to regulate the supply of foodstuffs, 
including cereals, pulses, potato, onions, edible oilseeds and oils under 
“extraordinary circumstances” which may include war, famine, extraordinary price 
rise and natural calamity of grave nature.  

 

Indian Bio-Jet Fuel Technology Receives Formal Military Certification 

 CSIR-IIP Dehradun’s home-grown technology to produce bio-jet fuel has been 
formally approved for use on military aircraft of the Indian Air Force (IAF).  

 This certification represents India’s growing confidence in the aviation biofuel sector 
and another step towards ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’. 

 The technology, developed by the Indian Institute of Petroleum (CSIR-IIP), a 
constituent laboratory of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, has 
undergone evaluation tests and trials over the last three years.  

 Earlier on 26 Jan 19, an AN-32 aircraft, filled with blended bio-jet fuel, had flown over 
RajPath at New Delhi during the Republic Day celebrations.  

 Thereafter, the performance and reliability of the Indian technology were also tested 
when the Russian military aircraft safely landed and took off from Leh airport on 30 
Jan 20 at high altitudes under severe winter conditions.  

 The fuel was also used on a civil, commercial demonstration flight operated by 
SpiceJet on 27 Aug 18 from Dehradun to Delhi. These test flights with green fuel 
underscored the capabilities and commitment of Indian scientists and airmanship of 
IAF to serve a national cause. 
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RBI appoints an Advisory Committee to advise the Administrator of M/s 
Reliance Capital Ltd 

 The Reserve Bank will shortly initiate the process of resolution of the company under 
the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Rules, 2019, it said. 

 The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) recently superseded the board of directors of 
Reliance Capital Ltd (RCL), belonging to the Anil Ambani group, in view of the 
defaults by RCL in meeting the various payment obligations to its creditors and 
serious governance concerns which the board has not been able to address 
effectively. 

 The central bank has appointed Nageswar Rao Y, former Executive Director, Bank of 
Maharashtra, as the Administrator of the company under Section 45-IE (2) of the RBI 
Act.  

 The RBI will also apply to the National Company Law Tribunal, Mumbai for 
appointing the Administrator as the Insolvency Resolution professional.  
Cause of initiating insolvency 

 RCL owes Rs 21,781.01 crore, including interest, as on October 31 to lenders.  
 It has also defaulted on repayment of inter-corporate deposits taken from various 

parties aggregating to Rs 562 crore and interest Rs 120 crore for which maximum 
days of default ranges from 510 days to 567 days. 

 RCL made a loss of Rs 10,971 crore on a revenue of Rs 563 crore during the fiscal 
ended March 2021. Its shares fell 5 per cent at Rs 19.05 on the BSE. 

 The company reported continuous delay in servicing of debt obligations on account 
of stretched liquidity. 

 Lenders had put several assets of RCL, including its insurance ventures, asset 
reconstruction firm, and securities arm on sale.  

 

Pragyata guidelines on digital education for schools 

 Keeping in view the availability of digital infrastructure PRAGYATA Guidelines on 
Digital Education had been issued to all State governments as well as Schools 
directly under Central Government as advice.  

 The guidelines brief on various modes of digital education including online mode that 
depends more on availability of internet, partially online mode that utilizes the 
blended approach of digital technology and other offline activities, and offline mode 
that utilizes television and radio as a major medium of instruction of education.  

 This information was given by the Union Minister of Education, 
ShriDharmendraPradhan in a written reply in the RajyaSabha. 

 

Employment of Rural Youths Under Employment Generation Schemes 

 The Ministry of Rural Development is presently implementing three welfare schemes 
for employment generation which provide employment to people in rural areas 
inclusive of rural youths of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes/Economically 
Weaker Sections of the country including the State of Uttar Pradesh.  
The details in this regard are as follows: – 

 Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS): 
This is a demand driven wage employment programme which provide for the 
enhancement of livelihood security of the households in rural areas of the country by 
providing at least one hundred days of guaranteed wage employment in every 
financial year to every household whose adult members volunteer to do unskilled 
manual work. 

 Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDU-GKY): This is a 
placement linked skill development programme for wage employment. 

 Skill development through Rural Self Employment and Training Institutes 
(RSETIs): This enables a trainee to take bank credit and start his/her own Micro-
enterprise. Some of such trainees may also seek regular salaried jobs. 
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 While MGNREGS provides direct employment, DDU-GKY and RSETI schemes 
promote employability through either wage or self-employment leading to economic 
and social development of youths of rural area of the country.  

 Apart from the above mentioned schemes of the Ministry of Rural Development, 
various other Ministries/Departments are also implementing the 
programmes/schemes for employment generation which are as follows: 

 Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY): Under Skill India Mission, 
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship is implementing its flagship 
scheme PMKVY for Skill based training of the youth across the country including of 
youth belonging to Scheduled Caste/ Scheduled Tribe/ Economically weaker Section 
under Short Term Training (STT) courses and Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL). 

 Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP): Ministry of 
Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises is implementing Prime Minister’s Employment 
Generation Programme (PMEGP), which is a major credit-linked subsidy programme 
aimed at generating self-employment opportunities through establishment of micro-
enterprises in the non-farm sector by helping traditional artisans and unemployed 
youth. The scheme was launched during 2008-09.  

 PMEGP Scheme facilitates generation of self-employment opportunities through 
establishment of micro-enterprises in the non-farm sector by helping traditional 
artisans and unemployed youth.  

 

Steps taken by the Government for Gender Inclusion Fund 

 National Education Policy (NEP), 2020 provides for setting up a Gender Inclusion 
Fund (GIF) to build the nation’s capacity to provide equitable quality education for all 
girls as well as transgender students.  

 The above objectives of NEP for Equitable and quality education for girls and 
transgender children are being met through specific provisions under 
SamagraShiksha2.0 by allocating dedicated resources for SEDGs.  

 Department of School Education and Literacy, Ministry of Education has developed 
Guidelines on School Safety and Security for fixing the accountability of the school 
management in the matter of safety and security of children studying in Government, 
Government-aided and Private Schools and circulated the same to all States and 
UTs.  

 The guidelines are based on the three-pronged approach of Accountability 
framework and legal provisions, Whole School Safety Approach and Multi-sectoral 
approach for the safety and security of children in schools. 

 

Omicron cryptocurrency price shoots up 

 A relatively lesser known cryptocurrency token named after the Greek letter Omicron 
saw its price surge more than 10 times in a matter of two days outperforming top 
digital currencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum, soon after the World Health 
Organization (WHO) named the latest Covid-19 variant of concern Omicron. 

 The surge 
 According to Coinmarketcap, a cryptocurrency data platform, from Friday to Monday 

morning, the price of Omicron surged to $688 from less than $70 earlier.  
 Coinmarketcap also said that Omicron was launched at the beginning of November 

2021. 
Other gains 

 A similar surge in prices was also witnessed with the crypto token SQUID following 
the popularity of Netflix show Squid Game despite there being no relation between 
the show and the currency. 

 The WHO is following the Greek alphabet to name significant Covid-19 variants, and 
the next Greek letter Pi also has a cryptocurrency named after it. 
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Smart Cities get June 2023 deadline 

 The deadline for completing projects under the Smart Cities Mission (SCM) was 
extended for all 100 participating cities to June 2023 due to the delays caused by 
COVID-19 and based on a NITI Aayog recommendation in August, according to the 
Housing and Urban Affairs Ministry. 

 The Ministry informed the Lok Sabha that “the period of implementation of SCM has 
been extended to June 2023”. 

 Though announced in 2015, the SCM was conducted as a competition with cities 
being selected from 2016 to 2018.  

 The cities were given five years to complete the projects under the mission, with the 
first set of Smart Cities expected to complete in 2021. 
Smart Cities Mission 

 National Smart Cities Mission is an urban renewal and retrofitting program by the 
Government of India with the mission to develop smart cities across the country, 
making them citizen friendly and sustainable. 

 The Union Ministry of Urban Development is responsible for implementing the 
mission in collaboration with the state governments of the respective cities.  

 The mission initially included 100 cities, with the deadline for completion of the 
projects set between 2019 and 2023.       

 

Rajya Sabha Passes The Landmark ‘Dam Safety Bill (2019)’ 
 The Rajya Sabha passed the landmark Dam Safety Bill (2019), paving the way for 

enactment of the Dam Safety Act in the country.  
 The Union Minister of Jal Shakti Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat had introduced the 

bill in Rajya Sabha on 1st December, 2021. The Dam Safety Bill (2019) was passed 
by the Lok Sabha on 2ndAugust 2019. 

 After China and USA, India is the 3rd largest dam-owning nation in the world.  
 There are around 5,700 large dams in the country, of which about 80% are already 

over 25 years old. Nearly 227 dams that are over 100 years old are still functional. 
Although India’s track record of dam safety is at par with that of the developed 
nations, there have been instances of unwarranted dam failures and of poor 
maintenance issues. 
Provisons 

 The Dam Safety Bill provides for adequate surveillance, inspection, operation, and 
maintenance of all the large dams in the country so as to prevent dam failure related 
disasters.  

 The Bill provides for an institutional mechanism at both Central and State levels to 
address structural and non-structural measures required for ensuring the safe 
functioning of dams. 

 As per the provision of the Bill, a National Committee on Dam Safety (NCDS) will be 
constituted to help evolve uniform dam safety policies, protocols, and procedures.  

 The Bill also provides for the establishment of a National Dam Safety Authority 
(NDSA) as a regulatory body for ensuring the nationwide implementation of dam 
safety policies and standards.  

 At the State level, the Bill prescribes for the constitution of State Committees on Dam 
Safety (SCDS) and the establishment of the State Dam Safety Organizations 
(SDSO). 

 This Bill provides for regular inspection and hazard classification of dams. 
 There is provision for an emergency flood warning system to address the safety 

concerns of downstream inhabitants. 
 Through this Bill the Dam owners are required to provide resources for timely repair 

and maintenance of the dam structure, along with related machinery. 
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 This Bill looks at Dam Safety holistically and provides for not only structural aspects, 
but also operational and maintenance efficacy through prescription of strict O & M 
protocols. 

 This Bill has penal provisions, involving offences and penalties, for ensuring 
compliance of the provisions. 

 

PepsiCo loses rights to special Lays variety potato in India 

 Two years after PepsiCo India provoked outrage by suing nine Gujarati farmers for 
allegedly infringing patent rights by growing its registered potato variety, the 
company’s registration has been revoked by the Protection of Plant Varieties and 
Farmers Rights’ Authority (PPV&FRA). 

 This judgment is a historic victory for the farmers of India. It should also prevent any 
other seed or food corporation from transgressing legally granted farmers’ seed 
freedoms in India. 

 The PPV&FRA questioned the documentation produced by PepsiCo claiming it was 
the owner of the variety, and thus could be considered the Registered Breeder under 
the law.  

 The FL-2027 variety of potatoes, used in Lays potato chips, came to the limelight in 
April 2019, when it became the centrepiece for a David vs Goliath fight in the potato 
belt of northern Gujarat.  

 Introduced to India in 2009, the potato was grown by about 12,000 farmers with 
whom the company had an exclusive contract to sell seeds and buy back their 
produce.  

 In 2016, the company registered the variety under the PPV&FR Act, 2001. 
 Alleging that farmers who were not part of its “collaborative farming programme” 

were also growing and selling this variety in Gujarat, PepsiCo filed rights infringement 
cases under the Act against nine farmers in the state. 
Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Act, 2001 

 The Protection of Plant Variety and Farmers Right Act, 2001 (PPVFR Act) is an Act 
of the Parliament of India that was enacted to provide for the establishment of an 
effective system for protection of plant varieties, the rights of farmers and plant 
breeders, and to encourage the development and cultivation of new varieties of 
plants.  

 This act received the assent of the President of India on 30 October 2001. 
 The PPV&FR Act, 2001 was enacted to grant intellectual property rights to plant 

breeders, researchers and farmers who have developed any new or extant plant 
varieties. 

 The Intellectual Property Right granted under PPV & FR Act, 2001 is a dual right – 
one is for the variety and the other is for the denomination assigned to it by the 
breeder.  

 The rights granted under this Act are heritable and assignable and only registration of 
a plant variety confers the right. 

 Farmers are entitled to save, use, sow, re-sow, exchange or sell their farm produce 
including seed of a registered variety in an unbranded manner.  

 Farmers' varieties are eligible for registration and farmers are totally exempted from 
payment of any fee in any proceedings under this Act.  
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MGNREGA seeks ₹25,000 crore additional funding 

 
 The Centre has sought ₹25,000 crore as additional funding for the Mahatma Gandhi 

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) scheme as part of the 
supplementary demand for grants submitted to Parliament on Friday, after the 
demand-driven rural jobs scheme ran out of funds midway through the year. 

 The additional budget for MGNREGA was among the most keenly awaited, as 
pending payments for wages and materials have threatened to cripple 
implementation of the scheme.  

 Continuing economic distress in rural India has led to increased demand for jobs 
under the scheme, which promises 100 days of unskilled work for every household at 
a pay of about ₹210 per day. 

 With four months remaining in the financial year, MGNREGA has finished spending 
the ₹73,000 crore initially allocated in the budget, and its financial statement now 
shows a negative net balance of ₹10,244 crore, including payments due. 

 Last year, with the COVID-19 pandemic forcing lockdowns and widespread 
unemployment, MGNREGA, with a revised budget of ₹1.1 lakh crore, acted as a 
lifeline for the rural economy.  

 This year, the Centre seeks to transfer ₹25,000 crore to the National Employment 
Guarantee Fund, and the supplementary demand for grants entails an additional 
cash out-go of almost ₹22,039 crore for the scheme. 

 At end-October 2021, 52% of the full year expenditure target had been completed, 
and a portion of the higher than expected net cash outgo of ₹3 trillion in the second 
supplementary demand for grants will need to be absorbed through savings in other 
demands, to curtail the impact on the fiscal deficit. 
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Barbados – the world’s newest republic 

 
 Nearly 400 years after the country became a British colony, Barbados has become 

the world’s newest republic.  
 The Caribbean island nation removed Queen Elizabeth II as the head of the state in 

a ceremony attended by Prince Charles. 
Who took over as the new head of Barbados? 

 Dame Sandra Prunella Mason, who was selected to become the first president of 
Barbados last month, took over as the President of the country.  

 Mason, 72, has been the governor-general of the island since 2018. After studying at 
Queen’s College, Mason completed her judicial education in London followed by a 
judicial fellowship in Canada. 
History of Barbados as a British colony and after 

 Barbados, which is said to have been made a ‘slave society’ by the British, first 
became an English colony when a ship arrived at the Caribbean in 1625.  

 On November 30, 1966, Barbados gained its independence. Barbados, however, will 
continue to be one of the 54 Commonwealth nations. 
How will the transition take place? 

 As reported by The Guardian, there are no plans to change the flags, coat of arms, 
national pledge or national anthem.  

 However, the terms “royal” and “crown” would be dropped from all official references. 
Hence, Royal Barbados Police Force will become Barbados Police Force and crown 
lands would become state lands. 

 The country would continue to celebrate Independence day on November 30, but not 
just in remembrance of removing Queen Elizabeth II as the head but also in the 
memory of the country’s first president Errol Walton Barrow. 
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India joins G20’s Troika with Indonesia and Italy 

 India on Wednesday, December 1, 2021,  joined the G20 ‘Troika’. 
 With this move, India has started the procedure for taking over the G20 presidency 

next year.  
 Troika refers to the top grouping within the G20 that consists of the current, previous 

and the incoming presidencies — Indonesia, Italy and India. 
 India will assume the G20 presidency on December 1, 2022 from Indonesia, and will 

convene the G20 Leaders’ Summit for the first time in India in 2023. 
 Italy hosted the G20 summit during October 30-31 that was attended by Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi where India had raised the issue of Afghanistan’s future 
following the takeover by the Taliban. 

 Indonesia took over the G20 presidency. In the coming months, Indonesia will hold 
rounds of discussion at various levels among the members of the G20 before 
convening the G20 Leaders’ Summit scheduled for October 30-31, 2022. Next year’s 
summit will be organised along the overall theme of “Recover Together, Recover 
Stronger”. 

 As a Troika member, India will work closely with Indonesia and Italy to ensure 
consistency and continuity of the G20’s agenda. 

 

Four-pronged plan on Sri Lanka crisis 
 India and Sri Lanka agreed to a four-pronged approach to discuss initiatives on food 

and energy security to help mitigate Sri Lanka’s economic crisis, during a two-day 
visit by Sri Lankan Finance Minister Basil Rajapaksa to New Delhi. 
Four-pillar initiative 

 The decisions included a four-pillar initiative, comprising  
o Lines of credit for food, medicines and fuel purchases granted by India,  
o A currency swap agreement to deal with Sri lanka’s balance of payment 

issues,  
o An “early” modernisation project of the Trinco oil farms that India has been 

pursuing for several years, and  
o A Sri Lankan commitment to facilitate Indian investments in various sectors. 

 It was agreed that modalities to realize these objectives would be finalized early, 
within a mutually agreed timeline.  

 Ministers Sitharaman and Jaishankar agreed to open direct lines of communication 
and to be in direct and regular contact with each other to coordinate the initiative. 
Background 

 India and Sri Lanka have had a number of differences on economic issues in the past 
two years, particularly over the perception that the Rajapaksa Government has 
favored Chinese companies on projects that it expedites.  

 Matters came to a head this year after President Gotabaya canceled an MoU signed 
with India and Japan for the East Coast Terminal project. India protested the 
cancellation though it later agreed to the West Coast Terminal being developed by 
the Adani group. 
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Polity and Governance  

 
Government appoints three-member panel to review EWS 
quota 

 The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment appointed a three-member 
committee to revisit the criteria for 10% reservation for economically weaker sections 
(EWS) in educational institutions and government jobs, after a rap from the Supreme 
Court in November. 

 The panel comprises  
o Former Finance Secretary Ajay Bhushan Pandey;  
o Member Secretary, Indian Council of Social Science Research, V.K. 

Malhotra; and  
o Principal Economic Advisor to Government of India, Sanjeev Sanyal.  

 It has been given three weeks time to complete its work. 
 The Supreme Court had last month observed that the Centre cannot “pull out of thin 

air” the ₹8 lakh annual income limit to identify economically weaker sections for 
providing 10% quota and questioned if the attempt was to “make unequals as 
equals”. 

 The apex court is hearing petitions challenging the government notice issued in July 
which provides for a 10% EWS quota in NEET admissions. 

 The SC will hear the case next on January 6. NEET all-India quota counseling has 
been deferred till the next hearing. 

 

SC to allow setting up of medical board to aid Jaya death 
probe panel 

 The Supreme Court said it will pass orders to allow the setting up of a medical board 
of AIIMS doctors to help Justice A. Arumughaswamy Commission of Inquiry gather 
the facts on the death of former Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Jayalalithaa at Apollo 
Hospital in Chennai in 2016. 

 A Bench of Justices S. Abdul Nazeer and Krishna Murari said it would permit Apollo 
Hospital to apply to the Commission of Inquiry (CoI) for “relevant” documents and to 
examine “relevant” witnesses. 

 The Bench said the directions of the High Court with regard to the CoI sticking to the 
ambit of its jurisdiction and following procedure would stand. 

 The court said the orders would include the assurance given by the CoI, Apollo 
Hospital and the Tamil Nadu Government that they would “co-operate for an early 
completion of the inquiry”. 

 

Bill to extend tenure of ED, CBI chiefs passed in LS 

 The government introduced two Bills in the Lok Sabha on Friday that seek to extend 
the tenures of the directors of the CBI and the Enforcement Directorate (ED) up to a 
maximum of five years. 

 Minister of State for Personnel and Training Dr. Jitendra Singh introduced The 
Central Vigilance Commission (Amendment) Bill, 2021 and the Delhi Special Police 
Establishment (Amendment) Bill, 2021 to replace ordinances that had been brought 
in the recess period. 

 The Bills were being brought in, as earlier laws only fixed a minimum limit on the 
tenures of the Directors of the CBI and the ED. The earlier laws never put any limit 
on the tenures, we are limiting it to five years. 
Opposition to the bill 

Polity and Governance 
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 Opposition members said that the Bills were against the Supreme Court observations 
on the matter, and were being brought in to harass Opposition leaders from such 
agencies. 

 Also it completely disregarded the Supreme Court’s observations that were clear in 
the view that extentions of tenure to superannuated officials should only be done in 
rare cases. The government’s move was mala fide. 

 They contended that both the ED and CBI were used by the government to harass 
Opposition leaders.  

 They said piecemeal extensions would lead to officers’ loyalty to the government. 

NITI Aayog Pushes for Online Dispute Resolution for Speedy 
Access to Justice 

 NITI Aayog released the report ‘Designing the Future of Dispute Resolution: The 
ODR Policy Plan for India’, to scale dispute avoidance, containment and resolution 
online.  

 The roll out of the stated recommendations in the report can help make India a world 
leader in using technology and innovation through Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) 
for effective access to justice for every individual. 

 The report is a culmination of the action plan made by a committee constituted at the 
peak of the Covid crisis by NITI Aayogon ODR in 2020 and chaired by Supreme 
Court Justice (Retd) AK Sikri. 

 The report recommends measures at three levels to tackle challenges in adopting the 
ODR framework in India.  

o At the structural level, it suggests actions to increase digital literacy, improve 
access to digital infrastructure and train professionals as neutrals to deliver 
ODR services. 

o At the behavioural level, the report recommends adoption of ODR to address 
disputes involving Government departments and ministries.  

o At the regulatory level, the report recommends a soft-touch approach to 
regulate ODR platforms and services. 

What is ODR? 
 ODR is the resolution of disputes, particularly small- and medium-value cases, using 

digital technology and techniques of ADR, such as arbitration, conciliation and 
mediation. 

 It refers to the process of using technology for dispute avoidance, containment and 
resolution outside the traditional court system.  

 As a dispute resolution avenue it can be provided both as an extension of the public 
court system and outside of it.  

 World over, the potential of dispute resolution mechanisms, especially through 
technology, is being recognized. Increasingly, ODR has received impetus across 
Government, businesses and even the judicial processes to tide over the constraints 
due to Covid-19. 
Why Do We Need ODR? 

 The Covid-19 pandemic resulted in a large section of society unable to receive timely 
access to justice. 

 The pandemic also led to a deluge of disputes further burdening the already lengthy 
court processes. 

 ODR has the potential to help reduce the burden on the court and efficiently resolve 
several categories of cases.  

 It may also be integrated to support the judiciary through technology integration in 
court-annexed Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) centres, via e-lokadalatsand 
also be introduced within Government departments for internal disputes. 
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Per capita out-of-pocket health expenditure declines from 
₹2,336 to ₹2,097, says report 

 
 The Ministry of Health & Family Welfare released findings of the National Health 

Accounts (NHA) Estimates for India for 2017-18.   
 This is the fifth consecutive NHA report produced by National Health Systems 

Resource Centre (NHSRC), designated as National Health Accounts Technical 
Secretariat (NHATS) in 2014 by the Union Health Ministry.  

 The NHA estimates are prepared by using an accounting framework based on the 
internationally accepted System of Health Accounts 2011, provided by the World 
Health Organization. 
Out-of-pocket expenditure (OOPE)  

 Out-of-pocket expenditure (OOPE) as a share of total health expenditure and foreign 
aid for health has both come down as per the findings of the National Health 
Accounts (NHA) estimates for India for 2017-18 released on Monday by Health 
Secretary Rajesh Bhushan. 

 As a share of total health expenditure, OOPE has come down to 48.8% in 2017-18 
from 64.2% in 2013-14. Even in the case of per capita OOPE, there has been a 
decline from ₹2,336 to ₹2,097 between 2013-14 to 2017-18. 

 One of the factors attributing to this decline is the increase in utilization and reduction 
in cost of services in Government health facilities. If we compare NHA 2014-15 and 
2017-18 there has been a decline in OOPE for Government hospitals to the tune of 
50%. 
Improved Government Expenditure 

 The NHA estimates for 2017-18 clearly showed that there had been an increase in 
the share of Government health expenditure in the total GDP of the country. 

 It has increased from 1.15% in 2013-14 to 1.35% in 2017-18. Additionally, the share 
of Government Health Expenditure in total health expenditure has also increased 
over time.  

 In 2017-18, the share of Government expenditure was 40.8%, which is much higher 
than 28.6% in 2013-14. 

 The report further indicates that in per capita terms, the Government health 
expenditure has increased from ₹1,042 to ₹1,753 between 2013-14 to 2017-18. 

 The share of primary healthcare in current Government health expenditure has 
increased from 51.1% in 2013-14 to 54.7% in 2017-18. 
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‘India 5G subscriptions to reach 500 mn by 2027’ 
 Fifth generation telecom services are likely to account for 39% of mobile 

subscriptions or about 500 million subscriptions in India at the end of 2027, according 
to a report by Ericsson. 

 The ‘Ericsson Mobility Report’ added that the total number of smartphone 
subscriptions is expected to be 810 million at the end of 2021 and is projected to 
grow at a compounded annual growth rate of 7%, exceeding 1.2 billion by 2027. 

 Smartphone subscriptions accounted for 70% of total mobile subscriptions in 2021 
and are projected to constitute around 94% in 2027, driven by rapid smartphone 
adoption in the country, it said, adding that 4G is expected to remain the dominant 
technology in India in 2027.  

 However, 4G subscriptions are forecast to drop from 790 million in 2021 to 710 
million in 2027, showing an annual average decline of 2%. Thus, 4G subscriptions 
are expected to reduce from 68% of mobile subscriptions in 2021 to 55% in 2027 as 
subscribers migrate to 5G. 

 

GDP grew 8.4% in Q2, but recovery appears patchy 

 
 India’s gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 8.4% in the July to September quarter, 

compared to a 7.4% contraction a year ago, with the economy’s gross value 
added(GVA) rising 8.5%, the National Statistical Office said. 
Details 

 Factoring in the first quarter GDP growth of 20.1%, the first half of this year has 
recorded 13.7% growth and India is likely to record double digit growth for 2021-22 
as a whole, the Finance Ministry’s Chief Economic Adviser (CEA) Krishnamurthy 
Subramanian said, seeking to emphasize that the recovery process is continuing to 
play out. 

 Economists, however, were not fully convinced about the extent and durability of this 
recovery and reacted with caution. 
Concerns 

 Though the absolute GDP in the second quarter (Q2) was 0.3% higher than pre-
pandemic levels, there were still many worrying areas. 

 Particularly the insipid private consumption spending that still languished below pre-
COVID levels along with activity in employment-intensive sectors like construction 
and contact-intensive sectors like retail and hotels. 

 Even if the pace of recovery is sustained in the next two quarters, India’s GDP for the 
year is expected to be only marginally higher than that in 2019-20 (by around 2%),” 
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CARE Ratings’ economists Madan Sabnavis and Kavita Chacko said in a note, 
retaining their GDP growth forecast for the year at 9.1%. 

 Demand and investments are yet to see a meaningful and durable pick-up. 
Improvements in these are expected to be limited and gradual given that even before 
the pandemic, the domestic economy was grappling with low demand and subdued 
investment climate, they said, adding that fresh domestic and external challenges 
and uncertainties abound, including inflation and new variants of the COVID virus. 

 Among key sectors, Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing was one of the sectors doing 
the heavy lifting for growth, with GVA rising 4.5% in Q2, the same level as the 
previous quarter and stronger than the 3% recorded in Q2 of 2020-21. 
Base effect 

 The base effect of negative growth last year also helped nudge the GDP numbers 
up, most independent economists say, although the CEA said the base effect by 
itself does not make the recovery ‘less noteworthy’. 

o The base effect relates to inflation in the corresponding period of the previous 
year, if the inflation rate was too low in the corresponding period of the 
previous year, even a smaller rise in the Price Index will arithmetically give a 
high rate of inflation now. On the other hand, if the price index had risen at a 
high rate in the corresponding period of the previous year and recorded a 
high inflation rate, a similar absolute increase in the price index now will show 
a lower inflation rate now. 

 

Share of stubble burning in Delhi’s PM2.5 count 14.6% in 
November 

 
 The contribution of stubble burning in neighbouring States to the daily levels of 

PM2.5 – a chief pollutant – in Delhi was as high as 48% on November 7 and 
averaged 33.5% during the week after Deepavali (November 5-11).  

 This is the same period when air pollution spiked in the Capital, National Capital 
Region and several other north Indian States. 

 The average contribution of stubble burning to Delhi’s PM2.5 level in November was 
14.6%, according to data from the government-run monitoring agency SAFAR 
(System of Air Quality and Weather Forecasting and Research). 

 The highest contribution of stubble burning to PM2.5 in Delhi for a day was 58% in 
2018, 43% in 2019, and 46% in 2020, said Gufran Beig, founder project director of 
SAFAR. 

 After initial confusion on November 15, Solicitor General Tushar Mehta, representing 
the Central Government, had told the Supreme Court on November 17 that the 
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contribution of farm fires to Delhi’s PM2.5 count was about 35% to 40% in October 
and November.  

 The annual contribution is usually far lesser since the burning of stubble is only a 
seasonal activity and not all year round. 
Two spells 

 Delhi usually experiences two spells of high air pollution during winter, one in 
October-November and the other in December-January. 

 During October-November, one of the main reasons for the high pollution in Delhi 
and NCR is stubble burning. 

 But the stubble burning season is over before the second spell in December-January. 
For instance, the contribution of stubble burning to PM2.5 in Delhi has already come 
down to 1% on November 30, as per SAFAR data, and the number of farm fires have 
also dwindled. 

 During the second spell, the main reason for air pollution is the transport of pollutants 
from the rest of the Indo-Gangetic Plain to Delhi combined with extreme cold and 
foggy conditions. 

 

India achieves ambitious target of 40% of installed electricity 
capacity from non-fossil fuel sources way ahead of target year 

 India has achieved the ambitious target of 40 percent of installed electricity capacity 
from non-fossil fuel sources.  

 The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy has said that total installed non-fossil 
fuel-based capacity stands at 156.83 GigaWatts in the country. It said, the country 
achieved this target last month, way ahead of the target year set at Conference of the 
Parties-21 held in France. 

 The Ministry said, as a part of its Nationally Determined Contributions, India had 
committed to achieve 40 percent of its installed electricity capacity from non-fossil 
energy sources by 2030. 

 The Ministry said, the country’s installed Renewable Energy capacity today stands at 
150.05 Giga Watts while its nuclear energy-based installed electricity capacity stands 
at 6.78 Giga Watts.  

 It said, this brings the total non-fossil based installed energy capacity to 156.83 Giga 
Watts which is 40.1 percent of the total installed electricity capacity of over 390 Giga 
Watts. 

 The Ministry said, the government is committed to achieve 500 Megawatts of 
installed electricity capacity from non-fossil fuel sources by the year 2030 in line with 
the Prime Minister Narendra Modi announcement at the recently concluded CoP-26. 
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Geography 
 

Solomon Islands 

 
 The Solomon Islands’ decision to switch its diplomatic allegiance from Taiwan to 

Beijing has been blamed for arson and looting in the national capital Honiara, where 
protesters are demanding the prime minister’s resignation.  
Ethnic tensions open old wounds 

 The Solomon Islands are famous as a battleground of World War II, the pivotal Battle 
of Guadalcanal named after the country’s largest island where the restive capital 
Honiara is located. 

 It was then known as the British Solomon Islands Protectorate and became the 
Solomon Islands before independence in 1978.  

 The South Pacific nation of 700,000 people — mostly Melanesian but also 
Polynesian, Micronesian, Chinese and European — is, like neighboring Australia and 
New Zealand, a constitutional monarchy with Queen Elizabeth II the head of state. 

 A migration of settlers from Malaita, the country’s second biggest island and most 
populous province, to the economic opportunities on Guadalcanal and Honiara 
stoked ethnic tensions and eventually unrest. 
What’s China’s role in the current unrest? 

 China has provided another cause for the community to divide, with the government 
supporting Beijing and the Malatian leaders supporting Taiwan. 
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Cyclone Jawad to bring heavy rain to Odisha, Bengal and A.P. 

 
 Cyclone Jawad has formed in the Bay of Bengal on Friday and is expected to reach 

Paradip, on the Odisha coast, by Sunday with winds expected to touch 90 kmph as 
well as heavy rains in Odisha, West Bengal, and north Andhra Pradesh over the 
weekend. 

 The India Meteorological Department said the cyclone will briefly gain in strength and 
become a ‘severe’ cyclonic storm, but is unlikely to make a conventional landfall. It is 
expected to skirt the coast near Paradip and plot a trajectory towards West Bengal. 

 Jawad currently lies about 650 km away from Paradip and is expected to reach the 
north Andhra Pradesh coast by Saturday noon(12th December). 

 This cyclone is expected to be much less intense than recent ones such as Titli, and 
nowhere near extreme ones such as Failin, Fani, Hudhud. 

 

Environment and Ecology 

 
Survey records a rise in butterfly species 

 A butterfly survey at the Peechi-Vazhani wildlife division has recorded a remarkable 
increase in the species’ numbers.  

 Southern Birdwing, the largest butterfly in India, and Grass Jewel, the smallest, were 
found during the survey. Buddha Peacock, the State butterfly of Kerala, was also 
recorded. 

 A total of 156 butterfly species, out of the 326 found in Kerala, were recorded in the 
242 sq km division. 

 The four-day butterfly survey was conducted by the Kerala Forest Department and 
Travancore Nature History Society (TNHS) Thiruvananthapuram. 

 The Peechi-Vazhani, Chimmony, and Chulanur Wildlife Sanctuaries were surveyed 
using 14 base camps.  
Invasive species 

Environment and Ecology 
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 The survey marks the beginning of a series of biodiversity assessments to prepare a 
new management plan for the region. It has a specific section targeting invasive 
species that are a threat to the indigenous biodiversity. 

 Peechi-Vazhany Wildlife sanctuary had 132 species of butterflies, Chimmony had 
116 species, while Chulannur recorded 41 species. The survey added 80 species, 
almost double, to the older record of Peechi-Vazhany, 33 to Chimmony, and 41 
species to Chulannur. 

 Other notable species are Nilgiri Grass Yellow, Travancore Evening Brown, Malabar 
Flash, Orange Tailed Awl, Southern Spotted Ace and Common Onyx.  

 The report of Common Tinsel at Chulannur was another highlight. Altitudinal 
migration of Common Albatross was recorded in Chimmony. 

 The wildlife division had 23 species of butterflies red-listed by the IUCN. Sixty-three 
species were protected under the Indian Wildlife Protection Act 1972. 
Birds, reptiles 

 The survey teams also recorded birds, odonates, reptiles, amphibians, and spiders. 
A total of 152 bird species were recorded in Peechi-Vazhani, in Chimmony and 77 in 
Chelannur. 

 Great Indian Hornbill, the State bird of Kerala, was reported from Peechi-Vazhani 
and Chimmony. The highest number of birds were reported from Vellani (104) in 
Vazhany, followed by Vallikayam in Peechi.    

 

Longest in-country migration route of lesser florican from 
Rajasthan tracked 

 
 In a major discovery, the longest in-country migration route of lesser floricans, the 

endangered birds of the bustard group, has been tracked for the first time from 
Rajasthan to Maharashtra’s Ahmednagar district.  

 The mystery of the fast-disappearing birds may soon be resolved with the help of 
satellite transmitters fitted on them. 

 The telemetry exercise was undertaken in the Shokaliya landscape of Ajmer district 
to trace the journey of lesser floricans from their breeding grounds to their places of 
origin, presumably in down South.  

 Following initial failures, the scientific experiment has succeeded in locating a bird 
which traveled a distance of 1,000 km after breeding during the monsoon. 
Lesser florican 

 Lesser florican, taxonomically classified as Sypheotides indicus, is a small and 
slender bird species belonging to the bustard group, found in tall grasslands, for 
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which Dehradun-based Wildlife Institute of India (WII) has launched a recovery 
programme.  

 The endangered bird is observed in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and some 
other regions during the monsoon season, when it breeds and later disappears with 
its chicks to unknown places. 

 The bird is listed as “critically endangered” on the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature’s Red List of Threatened Species and its population has 
been identified as “decreasing”. 

 

Health 

 
Union Health Ministry releases NFHS-5 Phase II Findings 

 
 Union Ministry of Health and FamilyWelfare, Government of India, released the 

Factsheets of key indicators of population, reproductive and child health, family 
welfare, nutrition and others for India and 14 States/UTs (clubbed under Phase-II) of 
the 2019-21 National Family Health Survey (NFHS-5) here today. 

Health 
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 The findings of NFHS-5 in respect of 22 States & UTs covered in Phase-I were 
released in December, 2020. 

 The main objective of successive rounds of the NFHS is to provide reliable and 
comparable data relating to health and family welfare and other emerging issues.  

 The all-India and State/UT level factsheet released includes information on 131 key 
indicators.  

 It provides information on important indicators which are helpful in tracking the 
progress of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in the country.  
The key results from India and Phase-II States/UTs NFHS-5 Factsheets areas 
below: 

 
 Births in institutional facilities, such as a hospital, improved by nearly eight 

percentage points but children who were either stunted or displayed signs of wasting 
only dropped by a maximum of three percentage points, shows a comparison of 
National Family Health Survey-5 (NFHS-5) and NFHS-4. 

 India has also officially hit a total fertility rate (TFR) of 2.0 that indicates a decrease 
from the 2.2 in the NFHS-4.  

 According to the United Nations Population Division, a TFR of about 2.1 children per 
woman is called replacement-level fertility. If replacement level fertility is sustained 
over a sufficiently long period, each generation will exactly replace itself. The urban 
TFR is 1.6 and the rural TFR is 2.1 

 An overall survey of the major differences between the NFHS-5 and NFHS-4 
suggests that the use of contraceptives has improved from 53.5% to 66.7% in the 
latest NFHS-5 and institutional births increased from 78.9% to 88.6%. 

 The proportion of children (12-23 months) who were fully vaccinated improved from 
62%-76%. 
Nutrition concerns 

 India's battle with anemia also appears to have faltered. The proportion of anemic 
children (5-59 months) increased from 58% to 67%. Women aged 15-49 who were 
anemic increased from 53% to 57% and men of the same age increased from 29% to 
31% between both editions of the NFHS. 

 Slow and steady progress [is seen] on stunting, which seems to be coming from 
change happening in big States such as Uttar Pradesh and others.   
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Lok Sabha passes bill to regulate IVF clinics 

 The Lok Sabha passed the The Assisted Reproductive Technology (Regulation) Bill,, 
2020 that proposes the establishment of a national registry and registration authority 
for all clinics and medical professionals serving in the field. 
Details 

 The Bill seeks to regulate and supervise Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART) 
clinics and ART banks, prevent misuse, adopt safe and ethical practice and so on. 

o Many such ART clinics have been running without regulation. A need was felt 
for regulation of such clinics as there are implications on the health of those 
who undertake the procedure. 

 The Bill sets minimum standards and codes of conduct for fertility clinics and egg or 
sperm banks and about 80% of ART clinics are not registered. 

 The Bill also has a provision that those involved in trafficking and sale of embryos will 
be fined ₹10 lakh at first instance and in second instance, the person can be 
imprisoned for up to 12 years. 

 

ZyCoV-D to be introduced in 7 States initially 

 Zydus Cadila's COVID-19 vaccine ZyCoV-D will be initially introduced in seven 
States including Bihar, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Punjab, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh 
and West Bengal, Union Health Secretary Rajesh Bhushan said.  

 These States have been asked to identify the districts with high numbers of the first 
dose left out, for introduction of the vaccine. 

 The States have been instructed to ensure that all eligible beneficiaries of the first 
dose are saturated and available vaccines consumed timely and no dose expires in 
both the government and private facilities. 

 The ‘Har Ghar Dastak’ nation-wide COVID-19 vaccination campaign has resulted in a 
hike of 5.9% in the first dose coverage [till Nov 30, 2021] and a jump of 11.7% in the 
second dose coverage has been registered during the campaign. 

 

Science and Technology 

 
First of its kind program for lateral entry for women 
researchers in joint R&D projects between India and Germany 
launched 

 A first-of-its-kind programme to promote women in the field of research and 
development through lateral entry was launched.  

 The programme called Women’s Involvement in Science and Engineering Research 
(WISER) program was launched by Indo-German Science & Technology Centre 
(IGSTC) for encouraging women researchers in joint R&D projects. 

 WISER will enable gender equality and women’s participation in Science and 
Technology through IGSTC’s program. 

 This programme will be in addition to the ongoing flagship 2+2 program of the 
Centre. 

 This program by IGSTC, a joint initiative of the Department of Science and 
Technology (DST), Government of India and the Federal Ministry of Education and 
Research (BMBF), Government of Germany, will support women scientists holding 
regular/long term research positions in academia or research institutes/industry.  

 The involvement in the program will be possible through lateral entry. There is neither 
requirement of break-in-career nor any age limit, and it will enable easy participation. 

Science and Technology 
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 IGSTC is going to support the awardees with a maximum amounting to Rs. 39 L from 
the Indian side & € 48000 from the German side. The WISER program offers 20 
awards per year. 

 

James Webb Space Telescope 

 
 NASA has once again changed the launch date of the $8 billion James Webb Space 

Telescope (JWST) from December 18 to December 22.  
A brief background on the JWST 

 JWST will be launched on an Ariane 5 ECA rocket from French Guiana in South 
America. The rocket system is being contributed by the European Space Agency 
(ESA). 

 The telescope is the result of an international collaboration between NASA, the 
European Space Agency (ESA) and the Canadian Space Agency. 

 JWST, which is a large infrared telescope, will study “every phase” in the history of 
the universe, including the Big Bang, the formation of solar systems that are capable 
of supporting life on other planets and also, the evolution of our own Solar System.  

 It is also considered a successor of the Hubble Telescope and will extend and 
complement its discoveries. 

 Because of JWST’s longer wavelengths, for instance, it will be able to look further 
back in time, “to find the first galaxies that formed in the early Universe, and to peer 
inside dust clouds where stars and planetary systems are forming today”. 
What are the telescope’s main goals? 

 JWST has four central goals, including  
o To search for the first galaxies that formed after the Big Bang,  
o To determine how galaxies evolved from their earlier formation until now,  
o To observe the formation of stars from the first stages to the formation of 

planetary systems and  
o To measure the physical and chemical properties of planetary systems and 

investigate the potential for life in such systems. 
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‘Jaitapur would be the world’s most powerful nuclear plant’ 
 After 11 years of being on the drawing board, there is some progress in the Jaitapur 

nuclear power project in Maharashtra with the French company EDF and Nuclear 
Power Corporation of India Limited (NPCIL) working together to take this project off 
the ground. 
What is the current status of the Jaitapur nuclear power project? 

 EDF, the French company, submitted to NPCIL its binding offer in April, 2021. EDF 
and NPCIL teams are working actively together.  

 This project is a key component of the strategic partnership between India and 
France. 

 Jaitapur would be the world’s most powerful nuclear power plant.  
 There would be six state-of-the-art EPR reactors with an installed capacity of 9.6 

GWe that will produce low carbon electricity. 
 It would provide electricity to seven crore households.  
 This project will embody the strong partnership between India and France, a 

commitment to a low carbon future, and will directly benefit Maharashtra with 
thousands of local jobs. 

 

Twitter’s Parag Agrawal is youngest CEO in S&P 500 

 Twitter’s Parag Agrawal, who will succeed founder and chief executive officer Jack 
Dorsey, is now the youngest CEO in the S&P 500 elbowing Meta Platform Inc’s Mark 
Zuckerberg. 

 Parag Agrawal was Twitter’s technology expert before he was named as the 
platform’s CEO and is now the latest India-origin person to lead a US tech giant. 

 Parag Agrawal is an Indian-American technology executive, and the chief executive 
officer of Twitter since November 2021.  

 Parag Agrawal, educated in computer science and engineering at the Indian Institute 
of Technology Bombay and with a PhD from California’s Stanford University, joined 
Twitter in 2011. He became its CTO by 2017. 
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Culture 

 
Namda Craft 
 

 
 The Minister of State for  Skill Development & Entrepreneurship and Ministry of 

Electronics & IT, today launched two projects—  
o (i) Revival of Namda craft of Kashmir as a special pilot project under Pradhan 

Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) 3.0 and  
o (ii) upskilling of artisans and weavers of Kashmir under Recognition of Prior 

Learning (RPL), a component of PMKVY.  
 The objective of these projects is to boost and preserve the traditional Namda craft of 

Kashmir and upskill the local weavers and artisans to enhance their productivity 
through RPL assessment and certification.  

 The Namda project will benefit 2,250 people of 30 Namda Clusters from 6 districts of 
Kashmir (Srinagar, Baramulla, Ganderbal, Bandipora, Budgam and Anantnag) and 
RPL initiative targets to upskill 10,900 artisans and weavers of Jammu and Kashmir. 

 Namda craft is a rug made of sheep wool through a felting technique instead of the 
normal weaving process.  

 Due to low availability of raw material, lack of skilled manpower and marketing 
techniques, the export of this craft has declined almost 100 percent between 1998 
and 2008.  

 Therefore, through this special project under PMKVY, the Ministry of Skill 
Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE) has designed a short-term training 
curriculum to preserve this endangered craft. The project will be implemented in 25 
batches in 3 cycles of training.  

 Each training program will be of approximately three and half months, which results 
in the cycles being completed in approximately 14 - 16 months. 

 The Namda project will be an industry-based training program with beneficiaries 
involved in Namda Crafts Production who will contribute towards preserving and 
reviving the rich heritage associated with Namda craft in Kashmir.  

 This will also improve the access of existing artisans of Namda crafts cluster in 
Kashmir and will improve their prospects of employability. 

 

 

Culture 
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Defence and Security 

 
CAG flags delays in Army’s offloading model 

 The Army’s ambitious plan for modernisation of the Army Base Workshops (ABWs) 
and implementation of ‘Government-owned, contractor-operated (GOCO)’ model is 
“delayed” and the original timeline for implementing the system lapsed in December 
2019, the Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) said in its report tabled in the 
Parliament. 

 The implementation of GOCO model is fraught with risks and operational challenges 
as identified by the Headquarters Base Workshop Group. 

 385 out of the 1,077 affected civilian manpower of closed stations/static workshops 
are lying idle and the same situation may arise in ABWs, if these issues are not 
addressed while implementing the GOCO Model. 

 ABWs carry out repairs and overhaul of weapons, vehicles and equipment of the 
Army.  

 The GOCO model was meant to modernize the workshops as well free up Army 
personnel from maintenance work. 

 Audit recommends that the Ministry of Defence formulate a strategy to mitigate all 
risks, including deployment of existing manpower, relating to GOCO implementation,” 
the CAG said. 
What is GOCO model? 

 The GOCO model was one of the recommendations of the Lt. Gen. DB Shekatkar 
(Retd.) committee to “enhance combat capability and re-balancing defence 
expenditure.”  

 Here the assets are owned by the government but will be used and operated by a 
private party. 

 The private party will not make any capital investments. 
 To improve operational efficiency the Indian Army has decided to implement the 

Government Owned Contractor Operated (GOCO) model for its base workshops and 
ordnance depots. 

 

Undertrials cannot indefinitely be detained pending trial, says 
Supreme Court 

 Putting a person accused under the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act behind bars 
for an unduly long time with no progress in the trial or appeal process is a violation of 
his or her fundamental right and a threat to public confidence in the administration of 
justice, the Supreme Court has held in a judgment. 
Details 

 While deprivation of personal liberty for some period may not be avoidable, the 
period of deprivation pending trial/appeal cannot be unduly long.  

 At the same time, timely delivery of justice is part of human rights and denial of 
speedy justice is a threat to public confidence in the administration of justice. 

 Once it is known that a timely trial is not possible and the accused has already 
suffered a significant period of incarceration, the courts are “obligated” to enlarge an 
undertrial on bail. 

 Undertrials cannot indefinitely be detained pending trial... Deprivation of personal 
liberty without ensuring speedy trial is not consistent with Article 21 of the 
Constitution. 

 The court noted that cases investigated by the National Investigation Agency should 
be tried on a day-to-day basis and have priority over other cases. 

 

Defence and Security 
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History 

 
Paika Rebellion 

 The 1817 Paika rebellion of Odisha could not be called the first war of Independence, 
but considering it as a beginning of a popular uprising against the British, it would be 
included as a case study in the Class 8 National Council of Educational Research 
and Training (NCERT) history textbook, the Union Culture Minister said on Thursday. 

 The Union Culture Minister informed the Rajya Sabha that the Culture Ministry had 
received a reference from the Odisha Chief Minister, asking that the Paika rebellion 
be declared the first war of Independence.  

 He said the matter was examined in consultation with the Indian Council of Historical 
Research (ICHR), under the Education Ministry, and as per the ICHR’s comments, 
the Paika rebellion could not be called the first war of Independence. 

 However, from a historical point of view, it can be said that the ‘Paika Bidroha’, which 
was set off in March 1817 and continued until May 1825, had set an example for the 
classes as well as the masses in India to follow later on.  

 Accordingly, considering that this is one of the beginnings of popular uprisings 
against the British in India, it has been decided to include it as a ‘case-study’ in the 
Class VIII history textbook of NCERT, which deals with the 1857 event. 
Paika Rebellion 

 The Paika Rebellion, also called the Paika Bidroha. It was an armed rebellion against 
Company rule in India in 1817.  

 The Paikas rose in rebellion under their leader Bakshi Jagabandhu and, projecting 
Lord Jagannath as the symbol of Odia unity, the rebellion quickly spread across most 
of Odisha before being put down by the Company's forces. 

 The Paikas were the traditional militia of Odisha. They served as warriors and were 
charged with policing functions during peacetime. 

 

State News  

 
SC notice to Karnataka government on plea by BBMP against 
closure of waste management plant 

 The Supreme Court has sought a response from the Karnataka government on a 
plea filed by BBMP against the High Court's order for closure of a garbage dumping 
and processing plant at Mahalakshmipuram in Bengaluru.  

 A bench of Justices Vineet Saran and Aniruddha Bose issued notice to the state 
government and others on a petition, challenging validity of the High Court's orders 
passed on February 19, 2020 and March 17, 2021.  

 The top court also sought a response from the state government and others within 
two weeks for staying the High Court's orders. 

 The High Court had directed the municipal body to stop the use of the scheduled 
premises as a bio-methanation plant and solid waste transit point, for having failed to 
take consent from the State Pollution Control Board. 

 A group of residents of the area moved the High Court, saying the plant should be 
shifted as it was in the vicinity of three schools and a hospital and the area should 
instead be developed as a playground. 

 

 

 

 

History 
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Ashrama schools in state hit by lack of qualified teachers 

 Thousands of tribal students are deprived of quality education due to severe 
shortage of qualified teachers. 

 The Ashrama schools across the state lacked permanent faculty since its 
establishment in 1969. 

 There are no faculty members in all 121 Ashrama Schools, including 21 in Mysuru 
district.  The government had sanctioned 450-plus posts. However, not a single post 
has been filled. 

 Ashrama schools are being maintained by the Department of Tribal Welfare, and the 
schools were established with an objective of providing quality primary education to 
tribal students. 
Violation of right to education 

 The tribal population is limited and Ashrama schools are dedicated to them.  What is 
the purpose of such schools when there are no qualified teachers? 

 The academic activities must be taken care of by the Education department and the 
Tribal Welfare administration. 

 A Tribal Welfare department official said, as per the policy, the recruitment process 
should be done either through Karnataka Public Service Commission (KPSC) or 
Karnataka Examinations Authority (KEA). 

 

Health dept mandated to increase 2nd dose coverage 

 Faced with the looming threat posed by the Omicron variant of the novel coronavirus, 
the department of health and family welfare has been instructed to substantially 
increase second dose coverage in the state by the end of December, 2021.  

 The state must increase second dose coverage to 70% by the end of December, and 
the objective is to reach 100% coverage in the state as soon as possible. 

 This could be a challenge. As of Sunday afternoon, the state’s second dose 
coverage had reached 57.85%, translating to 28.8 million people having received a 
second dose in the state. 
Vaccine hesitancy 

 But vaccine hesitancy could be a problem. Data shows that some 9.53% of the 
state’s total population has not bothered to get even one dose of a vaccine - this is 
roughly about 66.9 lakh people. These are people primarily in the 18-44 age group. 

 Herd immunity should work, but it’s best to get as many people vaccinated as 
possible. New, more transmissible variants can push up the herd immunity 
threshold.  

 At the same time, a public health expert said that vaccine hesitancy is especially a 
problem among adivasi (tribal) groups and remote rural communities. 

 Because they have been deprived of quality healthcare such as maternity support 
and basic care, many see Covid-19 as an isolated issue. They are puzzled by the 
government’s total focus on vaccinations for just this one disease. 

 

Seeing beyond Shivaji: Activists push for Pulikeshi II 
 The omnipresence of Maratha king Chhatrapati Shivaji in every narrative of right-

wing politics across Karnataka has set off a new debate in the cultural realms of the 
state, with hundreds of activists, politicians, history enthusiasts and Sandalwood 
actors batting for Chalukya king Pulikeshi II (Pulakeshin II). 

 The clamor for the native identity reached a crescendo on Sunday with 
#ImmadiPulikeshi is trending on social media. 

 It is indeed a tragedy that across Karnataka we have more statues of outsiders than 
our regional icons, who built empires much ahead of the established rulers, dating 
back to the early Indian era. 
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 Pointing towards the achievement of Pulikeshi II, whose capital was Badami (Vatapi) 
in Bagalkot district, Shivanand said the government must install his statue in Badami. 

 Pulikeshi II never represented any caste, he portrayed himself as Kannadiga. In fact, 
his army was named Karnata Bala. He ensured absolute democracy in his kingdom.  

 He was an able administrator and a true secular who patronized other religions under 
his rule. His activities and story have been painted in the caves of Ajanta in 
Maharashtra. When we demand a statue, it is only an identity 
Pulakeshin II 

 Pulakeshin II (610–642 CE) was the most famous ruler of the Chalukya dynasty of 
Vatapi (present-day Badami in Karnataka, India).  

 During his reign, the Chalukya kingdom expanded to cover most of the Deccan 
region in peninsular India. 

 A son of the Chalukya king Kirttivarman I, Pulakeshin overthrew his uncle 
Mangalesha to gain control of the throne.  

 He suppressed a rebellion by Appayika and Govinda, and decisively defeated the 
Kadambas of Banavasi in the south.  

 The Alupas and the Gangas of Talakad recognized his suzerainty. He consolidated 
the Chalukya control over the western coast by subjugating the Mauryas of Konkana. 

 The most notable military achievement of Pulakeshin was his victory over the 
powerful northern emperor Harsha-vardhana, whose failure to conquer the Chalukya 
kingdom is attested by the Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang. 

 Pulakeshin was a Hindu of Vaishnavite sect, but was tolerant of other faiths, 
including Buddhism, and Jainism. 

 

Tourism dept plans package trips to Ramanagar’s sericulture 
farms 

 Silk lovers in the city will soon get a chance to know all things silk as the Ramanagar 
district administration is planning to launch “seri-tourism” in association with the 
tourism department.   

 The plan is to pick up tourists from Bengaluru once or twice a week to tour the silk 
city Ramanagar to introduce them to silkworm farming, weaving, silk industries, etc.  

 Plan is to visit a few villages in Ramanagara where seri-farming is on. The people 
can interact with farmers, industry experts and weavers. 

 The programme will be called ‘soil to silk”.  
 Officials said the plan is on the lines of the Silk World set up at Yercaud in Tamil 

Nadu.   

 

Omicron scare: ‘Karnataka prepared for third Covid wave’ 
 The Omicron threat has the state government not only scrambling to increase 

vaccination coverage but also pushing for booster doses for the population and 
looking for ways to keep children and college students safe.  

 In an interaction with Akhil Kadidal of DH, Health Minister K Sudhakar expressed his 
thoughts about the evolving pandemic and why vaccinations for children may not 
immediately be available - or even necessary. 

 In an interaction with Akhil Kadidal of DH, Health Minister K Sudhakar expressed his 
thoughts about the evolving pandemic and why vaccinations for children may not 
immediately be available - or even necessary. 
How prepared is Karnataka for a third wave?  

 We have augmented our capacity in beds and oxygen supply significantly. The 
number of ICU beds in Karnataka before Covid was only 725.  

 Currently, the state has 3,877 ICU beds in government medical colleges and 
government hospitals - an increase of 5-6 times. There were 4,847 oxygenated beds 
before Covid. 
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NEP will revolutionise higher education in India: AICTE chief 

 The chairperson of All India Council for Technical Education Dr Anil Sahasrabuddhe 
has said that the new National Education Policy (NEP) will help in getting 
international recognition for higher education. 

 The Education Promotion Society of India had organized the seminar. 
 The NEP would pave the way for revolutionary changes in the field of higher 

education in India. 
 As per the objective of the NEP, the higher education system will take a new shape 

in ten years and teaching-learning will become student-centric.  
 The government wants the future of students to be bright. Keeping this in mind, 

quality teaching has been given prominence by considering the requirements of the 
21st century. Ultimately this will result in building a healthy society. 

 

Missing ‘S’ gene in RT-PCR test can point to Omicron 

 The Bangalore Medical College and Research Institute (BMCRI) has procured ‘S’ 
gene RT-PCR test kits to identify possible Covid samples with the Omicron variant of 
the virus.  

 If there are 200-odd Covid positive samples, for example, the state can prioritize 
those without ‘S’ gene for sequencing to determine the Omicron variant, said experts. 

 The ‘S’ gene sequencing kits were in use in the first and second Covid wave in 
Karnataka, before other kits that identify other genes (‘N’, ‘E’, ‘ORF’, and ‘RDRP’) 
were used. 

 The World Health Organization, on November 26 2021, said that in one widely used 
PCR test, the ‘S’ gene is not detected and this test can, therefore, be used as marker 
for the Omicron variant, pending sequencing confirmation. 

 It can be a screening marker, but the final confirmation should come from genomic 
sequencing.  

 The Covid positive samples are tested to see if the ‘S’ gene can be detected or not. 
We can then know which samples to send for genomic sequencing on priority.  

 

Karnataka Pollution Board tells PWD to mandatorily use plastic 
waste in road construction 

 The Karnataka State Pollution Control Board (KSPCB) has made it mandatory for 
road construction agencies in Karnataka to use the plastic waste in bituminous 
constructions. 

 In a direction issued, KSPCB chairman Shanta Thimmaiah told the Karnataka State 
Highways Improvement Project (KSHIP), Karnataka Rural Infrastructure 
Development LImited (KRIDL) and the state Public Works Department (PWD) to 
"mandatorily use waste plastics" as per the Indian Road Congress guidelines. 

 The studies" have revealed that waste plastics have great potential for use in the 
bituminous construction as its addition in small doses of "about 5-10 per cent, by 
weight of bitumen" helps in improving the stability and strength of the bituminous mix, 
leading to improved longevity. 

 The order also cited pollution and the consequent effect on human and animal health 
caused by the dumping of waste plastic.  
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Priority for planned growth of Bengaluru: Karnataka CM 

 Bengaluru is an international city, growing at a rapid pace. The huge vehicle density 
is choking the roads in the city. So a 'Vision Document' has been prepared for the 
comprehensive and planned growth of the city and new projects would be 
implemented in accordance with the plan 

 Construction of 12 high density corridors with a total length of 195 km with seamless 
signal system, installation of more than 7,000 sophisticated cameras under the 
Nirbhaya programme for women's safety is being taken up. 

 Action has been initiated to prepare a master plan for remodeling of Rajakaluves 
(major storm water drains) to address the flooding problem, work is on for 
comprehensive development of Bengaluru through development of slum areas and 
lakes in the city. 

 Our government has brought new laws to clamp down on online gambling, thus 
saving lakhs of families from economic ruin. 1 lakh houses in Bengaluru and 5 lakh 
houses in rural areas are being built. 

 

Karnataka again rejects Kasturirangan report on Western 
Ghats 

 Karnataka Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai told the Center that Karnataka is against 
declaring the Western Ghats as an ecological sensitive area (ESA) as that would hit 
the livelihoods of people. 

 Bommai said this during a meeting with Union Minister for Environment, Forest and 
Climate Change Bhupender Yadav on the recommendations of the K Kasturirangan 
report on conserving the Western Ghats. 

 Karnataka has repeatedly rejected the report as the ESA tag is feared to bring 
restrictions that the government believes will hamper development works. 

 
What are the recommendations of the Kasturirangan committee report? 

 The Kasturirangan committee report proposes 37 percent of the total area of Western 
Ghats, which is roughly 60,000 square kilometers, to be declared as eco-sensitive 
area (ESA).  

 Out of this, 20,668 sq km of the area falls in Karnataka covering 1,576 villages. 
 The report recommended a blanket ban on mining, quarrying, setting up of red 

category industries and thermal power projects.  
 It also stated that the impact of infrastructural projects on the forest and wildlife 

should be studied before permission is given for these activities. . Culture 
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 It also stated that the UNESCO Heritage tag is an opportunity to build global and 
domestic recognition of the enormous natural wealth that exists in the Western 
Ghats.  

 The 39 sites are located across the Western Ghats and distributed across the states 
(Kerala 19), Karnataka (10), Tamil Nadu (6) and Maharashtra (4).  

 The state of Karnataka has the highest percentage of the ESA- 46.50 per cent. 

 

Mains  

 
Participation of female voters in India has exceeded that of 
men 

 Chief Election Commissioner Sushil Chandra said that India has witnessed a 235.72 
percent increase in female voters since the 1971 elections.  

 After seven decades and 17 General Elections since Independence, women's 
participation in India has exceeded that of men and stood at more than 67 percent in 
the 2019 General Election. 

 Mr. Chandra made these remarks yesterday during an international webinar on the 
theme ‘Enhancing electoral participation of Women, Persons with Disabilities and 
Senior citizen Voters: Sharing Best Practices and New Initiatives at New Delhi 
organized by the Election Commission of India.  

 Various initiatives have been taken by the Election Commission of India to enhance 
women's participation in the country. 

 

 

 Why it has been named Omicron and not Nu or Xi 
 In picking a name for the newest variant of SARS-CoV-2, Omicron, the World Health 

Organization (WHO) has skipped two letters of the Greek alphabet, one of which also 
happens to be a popular surname in China, shared even by Chinese President Xi 
Jinping. 

 The WHO has been using Greek letters to refer to the most widely prevalent 
coronavirus variants, which otherwise carry long scientific names.  

 It had already used 12 letters of the Greek alphabet before the newest variant 
emerged in South Africa this week.  

 After Mu, the 12th named after a Greek letter, WHO selected the name Omicron, 
instead of Nu or Xi, the two letters between Mu and Omicron. 

 The WHO said Nu could have been confused with the word ‘new’ while Xi was not 
picked up following a convention. 

 Two letters were skipped —Nu and Xi — because Nu is too easily confounded with 
‘new’ and XI was not used because it is a common surname and WHO best practices 
for naming new diseases (developed in conjunction with FAO and OIE back in 2015) 
suggest avoiding ‘causing offense to any cultural, social, national, regional, 
professional or ethnic groups’. 

 All variants are given scientific names that represent their parentage and the chain of 
evolution.  

 Since the scientific names are not easy to remember, the more prevalent variants 
started to be named after the country from which they were first reported: ‘UK 
variant’, ‘Indian variant’, ‘South African variant’, or ‘Brazilian variant’.  

 To remove the connection with specific countries, which was triggering name-calling 
and blame games, the WHO decided on a new naming system using Greek letters.  
WHAT IT MEANS 

 As an infected cell builds new coronaviruses, it occasionally makes tiny copying 
errors. These are called mutations. Mutations are passed down through a lineage, a 

Mains 
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branch of the viral family tree. A group of coronaviruses that share the same inherited 
set of distinctive mutations is called a variant. 
VARIANTS OF CONCERN 

 The WHO currently lists 5 variants of concern: 
o Omicron (B.1.1.529), identified in southern Africa in November 2021 
o Delta (B.1.617.2), which emerged in India in late 2020 and spread around the 

world 
o Gamma (P.1), which emerged in Brazil in late 2020 
o Beta (B.1.351), which emerged in South Africa in early 2020 
o Alpha (B.1.1.7), which merged in Britain in late 2020 

VARIANTS OF INTEREST 
o There are currently two: 
o Mu (B.1.621), which emerged in Colombia in early 2021 
o Lambda (C.37), which emerged in Peru in late 2020 

 

 

India, Bangladesh to deepen trade and economic ties as 
partners 

 The India-Bangladesh CEO Forum will meet soon for the first time, even as the two 
countries work towards finalizing a Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement 
(CEPA) to deepen trade and economic ties as partners rather than competitors, 
Commerce and Industry Minister Piyush Goyal said. 
Current status 

 India-Bangladesh supply chains have worked uninterrupted through the pandemic. 
 Since 2014, we have scaled up our trade and economic engagement as partners and 

not competitors.  
 Bangladesh is India’s biggest trade partner in South Asia with a volume of over $10 

billion. We are looking to advance a CEPA with Bangladesh,” he said. India, he said, 
had sent over one crore COVID-19 vaccines to the country and has extended 
concessional credit lines of about $8 billion, the highest for any single country. 
Way Forward 

 A bilateral textile industry forum has also been constituted to facilitate cooperation in 
the textile sector 

 India is also developing two Indian economic zones at Mirsarai and Mongla in 
Bangladesh.  

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s invitation to 50 young entrepreneurs from 
Bangladesh will further augment our ties. 

 The Minister identified five focus areas that could strengthen bilateral economic ties 
— technology, connectivity, entrepreneurship, health and tourism — and said “a true 
partnership is about encouraging and assisting each other in their responsibilities and 
aspirations”. 

 The two countries will be celebrating December 6 as Maitri Divas, to mark 50 years 
of Bangladesh’s independence and its bilateral ties with India which was the first 
country to recognise its independence, along with the birth centenary year of its 
founder president Bangabandhu Sheik Mujibur Rahman. 
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CREDENCE IAS 

CREDENCE IAS has proved its credentials again!!  

“It is the Best Coaching Centre for KAS in Karnataka”.  

More than 100 Selections in KAS - 2015 batch.  

AC – 11, DYSP -6, ACCT-20, Tahasildar -16 

 


